
Infobip: The Telco 
Transformation Partner 
One Platform. All channels. Secure Messaging. 
Worldwide Coverage. Always-on Communications. 

700+  
direct operator 
connections

120+  
mobile networks 
protected

1.1bn + 
mobile users 
secured

500mn+  
telco end-customers 
with an elevated CX



Breaking the Siloes: 
A Connected Telco 
Transformation 

In the face of market pressures and 
competition from digital rivals, telcos 
are no longer enjoying the hyper 
growth and outright supremacy they 
enjoyed ten years ago. But, excitingly, 
new revenue opportunities for the 
telco industry now look set to return. 
Telcos across the world are starting 
to supercharge their revenues and 
margins – thanks to emerging new 
technologies and business models.

Breaking the siloes, the 
boundaries, to create a connected 
telco transformation.

Telcos’ success hinges on the ability 
to leverage data, deploy protection, 
AI, and automation at scale and drive 
new sources of growth. 

Imagine, if telcos had one partner 
who covered the entire journey from 
core network operations, security and 
monetization, and delivering customer 
experiences – in a consolidated and 
compliant manner. To enable telcos 
to lead by example with data-driven 
decisions to enhance customer 
experience and provide best-in-class 
security.

It’s time to usher in a new era 
of secure and fully monetized 
networks.

Infobip is synonymous with innovation, 
and telcos with communication 
transformation. And when the two 
combine you get an innovative 
transformation partnership.

But there is a challenge: 
Disconnected customer 
journeys and data siloes.
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Connecting people 
and businesses 
with bulk SMS 
communications, 
OTPs and 2FA.

Infobip 
becomes a 
CPaaS Leader

Infobip becomes the 
end-to-end telco 
transformation 
partner.

First telco 
partnership 
for SMS

Infobip 
launches 
SaaS 
portfolio

Infobip 
launches a 
SMS Firewall 
to protect 
networks

Infobip 
launched: 
We are just 
starting

1992 - 2005 2009 20132006 2010 20182007 2011 20202008 2012 2022

The “smart” phone journey begins 1st wave of telco digital transformation focused on connecting 
people and businesses with SMS and authenticating customers

2nd wave of telco digital transformation - 
investing in network security

3rd wave of telco digital 
transformation - investing in 
omnichannel CX

Infobip: the catalyst of change

Evolution of telco-customer 
communications

We built our platform with telecoms, and since our journey began we have been co-creating the future of communications, 
together with every technological innovation - to provide seamless interactions between businesses, people, and things.

Industry milestones

Infobip: 
connecting 
people, 
businesses, 
telcos and 
technology

SMS, Voice, API, 
MMS, Android

RCS

Apple reinvents 
phones

App store 
launched

WhatsApp 
launched as 
a P2P chat 
app

Viber launched

SMS is the most 
widely used chan-
nel

Messenger 
and Apple 
Messages 
launched

COVID-19 Google Business 
Messages and 
Apple Messages 
for Business 
launched

WhatsApp Business API 
launched

RCS Expansion

The evolution of channels

Telcos 
experiment 
with firewalls
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A market-leading offer:  
A telco transformation partner

At Infobip, we connect people, businesses and things, and our technology helps telcos succeed in this ever-
evolving digital world. Our expertise in connectivity, our leading cloud communications platform, our best-in-
class security solutions, and our global scale is the foundation that will deliver the results telcos need to thrive. 

We co-create with you to 
match your business vision to 
the technologies that will help 
you fulfil it – because these 
hyper-digitized times require 
extraordinary transformations.

Our experts develop telco 
business solutions that spark 
transformation, protection, 
innovation, and add value. 

As the communication industry 
undergoes major shifts, so 
must telcos. With Infobip as 
a partner, telcos have the 
opportunity to expand deeper 
into their ecosystem, seize 

new revenue opportunities, 
beat the usual challenges of 
price and competition and 
provide agile CX by focusing 
on customer centricity, digital 
communications, network 
protection and new ways of 
working with AI at scale.

It’s a holistic approach that we 
apply across the telco ecosystem 
- covering every core department 
to provide a connected customer 
journey.

We’re universal
Wherever you or your 
customers are, we’re there 
– around the globe in 190+ 
countries.

An all-in-one platform
From connectivity and 
security to monetization 
and CX, we have solution 
for every need.

We are leaders
On one hand ROCCO 
recognizes us for our best-
in-class telco firewalls and 
on the other IDC, Juniper, 
and Omdia regard us as 
CPaaS leaders.
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Investment in network security is investment in customer experience
An investment in protection of your network to protect mobile users combined with building omnichannel customer journeys is a 
direct investment in brand relationships and great CX. 

Directly connected 
to 700+ telcos in 6 
continents with 70+ 
offices and 40+ data 
centers

Ensuring 300bn+ 
interactions 

Securing 1.1 billion 
mobile phone users

Serving 10k+ 
unique active B2B 
customers

Speed, agility, and co-creation
• Accelerating change with personalized telco-grade solutions. 

• Rolling out innovative industry-wide solutions - from sprint to scale.

• Fast-moving and agile innovation partner that understands telcos.

Enhanced services
• Robust security infrastructure built on our A2P heritage, industry 

knowledge and deep understanding of mobile networks.

• Deliver technical, strategic, and commercial consultancy with a 
team of experts, global cross-industry insights and best practices.

The co-guardian of A2P communications
• Offering end-to-end CX and security for your clients and end 

customers.

• Ringfence your messaging networks with our firewall innovation 
and global view of regulations and emerging threats.

Network excellence
• Promising monetization opportunities that help you stay ahead 

of the 5G curve. 

• Help identify use cases, leverage automation intelligence and 
monitor traffic. 

Closing the digital divide
• Using analytics and personalization to tailor products, promotions, 

and bundles to the specific needs and behaviors of customer creating 
superior experiences and securing revenue growth.

• Integrate new cloud-based solutions and channels to provide a 
holistic customer experience to businesses and subscribers.

Make your network a valuable asset
• Boost profitability by unlocking the value of infrastructure 

assets like data centers, wholesale services and connectivity.

The numbers speak 
for themselvesInfobip’s blueprint for telco 

transformation
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The 5 building 
blocks of telco 
CX and security 
transformation 
We create technology that creates a 
future-proof omnichannel platform 
that connects more people, 
businesses, and things, quicker, more 
securely and more profitably.
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1A2P FIREWALL AND MONETIZATION

Protect your network and 
monetize traffic at scale
Master monetization

Ensure customer protection on your mobile network with the award-
winning SMS Firewall. Our 15+ years of experience and in-depth industry 
knowledge helps you maximize revenue, eliminate messaging threats, 
and monetize traffic with our leading A2P security platform.

• Analyze inbound and outbound traffic

• Ensure all A2P messages are charged

• Protect your mobile users and networks

• Gain real-time traffic insights

• ROCCO Tier 1 SMS Firewall Vendor 2017, 2018, 2020, 2021 & 2022

HOW WE DO IT:

Indosat Ooredoo: Monetizing A2P SMS 
traffic with Infobip SMS Firewall

1 | CHALLENGE

• Decrease in revenue due to revenue gaps caused by roaming

• Wholesale, enterprise and customer verticals orchestration

• Finding a single A2P SMS provider for traffic management and 
harmonized pricing

• Grey route and SIM box traffic

2 | SOLUTION

• Infobip’s SMS Firewall solution quickly and efficiently eliminated 
threats posed to revenue derived from A2P SMS traffic

3 | BUSINESS IMPACT

• 3X increase in international A2P SMS traffic 

• 10% increase in domestic traffic

120+  
MNO Networks 
secured

1.1bn+  
mobile users 
protected

Infobip impressed with their efforts and flexibility, and we can gladly recommend 
them as an SMS firewall and monetization provider. 
Tal Yanai, Head of Roaming & International Services, Hot Mobile
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2ENTERPRISE CX SOLUTIONS

Redefine expectations of the 
Telco customer experience
Transform CX

Connect with a platform and renowned telco partner that offers network 
reliability, scale, flexibility, and automation innovation, so you can adapt 
to the communication needs of the fast-changing digital world and keep 
leading by example when it comes to CX excellence. Get access to every 
channel, solution, and tool you need to build and orchestrate unlimited 
friction-free interactions and omnichannel journeys.

• Build complete journeys over a single omnichannel platform

• Single customer view across the entire organization and customer 
journey

• Deliver rich and personalized customer communication

• Orchestrate all inbound and outbound channel communications 
from a single place

• Access via API or an intuitive web interface

HOW WE DO IT:

Telekom Deutschland: Increase in 
campaign performance with Infobip’s 
communication platform 

1 | CHALLENGE

• Spotify Premium offer announcement and cross-sell

• Awareness campaign creation and execution 

• Additional channel with SMS and Email to increase engagement

2 | SOLUTION

• End-to-end customer engagement journey via RCS powered 
by Infobip

• Smart marketing automation and intelligent support via our 
customer engagement solution and chatbot building platform

• Customer support via contact center solution within RCS

3 | BUSINESS IMPACT

• Lower channel costs
• Interactive and engaging CX
• RCS performed 2x better than traditional channels

• +26% higher open rate
• +66% higher engagement
• +120% higher conversion rate

Infobip team brought together the understanding of the campaign objectives & 
technology expertise, allowing us to communicate via RCS Business Messaging, the 
same way we would interact with friends. 
Thomas Welzel, Senior Proposition Manager Messaging, Telekom Deutschland

Better CX 
enabled for 

500+ 
million 
telco customers
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3TELECOM PARTNERSHIPS

Expand your offer to businesses 
and grow your revenues
Unleash revenues

Extend your core business solutions with digital channels, SaaS 
engagement solutions, chatbot-building services, mobile identity 
solutions, or other automated engagement solutions. Drive your core 
business growth and unlock new revenue streams, while facilitating 
secure and compliant interactions across use cases and markets.

• Tap into cutting edge mobile-first solutions

• Go-to-market with speed and agility

• Expand your portfolio to create new revenue streams

• Leverage our global experience and local presence

HOW WE DO IT:

Vodafone Italy: Access to cutting-
edge technology within a strategic 
omnichannel CX market

1 | CHALLENGE

• Offer expansion from core solutions to digital environment

• Increase revenue and customer stickiness 

• Be recognized on the market as a digital telco company

• Partner with a provider that can deliver premium quality service 
and support go-to-market activities

2 | SOLUTION

• Reccurring growing revenue from digital solutions with customer 
base growth

• Being recognized as a leader in digital transformation

• Vodafone Marketplace integration for SMB self-service

3 | BUSINESS IMPACT

• Reccurring revenue and growth in customer base from digital 
solutions 

• Being recognized as a leader in digital transformation

• Vodafone Marketplace integration for SMB self-service

60+  
telecom 
partners  
co-creating new 
revenue streams

Imagine new connections, where more engaging experiences will be available on digital, 
personalized and omnichannel environments. That’s what our collaboration with Infobip 
is all about. 
Elena Innocenti, Marketing Manager Digital Solutions, Vodafone
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4CONNECTIVITY AND ENABLEMENT

Capitalize on every 
network opportunity 
Secure trust

With 700+ direct operator connections at the core of our #1 global cloud 
communications platform, we help create stable ecosystems – for secure 
and friction-free end-user experiences.

• SMS, MMS, RCS, Voice, Mobile Identity, IoT

• Stable ecosystems for enterprises and their customers

• Quality enabled by unrivalled number of direct telco connections

HOW WE DO IT:

Vodafone Germany: World-class 
mobile security for 62 million potential 
users across the country

1 | CHALLENGE

• Increase of fraud in the last 2 years

• Need for new layer of security that also boosts customer 
satisfaction 

• Existing solutions inefficient for reliable CX and direct traffic

2 | SOLUTION

• Our connectivity solution included our Mobile Identity 
authentication product to provide reliable communications via 
the most direct routes

• Expanded connectivity solution beyond SMS to include Mobile 
Identity as a seamless authentication method

• Infobip Mobile Identity easily verified the end-customers in a 
friction-free way due to our 700+ direct network connections 

3 | BUSINESS IMPACT

• Revenue growth

• Expanding the offer in security layer, available to enterprise 
customers in banking, retail, and public sectors, and creating 
seamless experiences to end-customers

By collaborating closely with Telekom Deutschland and other MNOs in Germany 
and across the globe, we want to create a stable ecosystem for enterprises and their 
customers, ensuring a secure experience doesn’t come at the cost of a frictionless one. 
Mareike Tatic, Director Sales DACH, Infobip

700+  
direct operator 
connections 
globally
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5WHOLESALE A2P SOLUTIONS

Master global 
connectivity 
Break the boundaries

Our global connections and worldwide local knowledge make it easier than ever for you to interact 
with audiences worldwide. Scale with best-quality off-net and international routes, all with a single 
A2P SMS and Voice provider – enabling telecoms to expand terminations beyond country borders. 
Our telco-grade platform is built for high reliability, stability, and availability – with intelligent routing 
that makes for faster and more reliable delivery.

• Rely on worldwide coverage

• Reach off-net and international routes

• Leverage top-tier delivery rates

Infobip have demonstrated they are a global leader and they’ve been a valuable source 
of learning for Indosat Ooredoo in terms of international A2P SMS business. 
Askal Fansuri, SVP Head of Wholesale Business & Carrier, Indosat

40+ data centres 
globally  processing 

messages 
monthly20bn+

Strategic A2P 
provider to 50+ operator networks 

across the globe 
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OUR TELCO PRODUCT STACK:

Designed for trust, built to scale 
Turning your legacy and our 15+ years of innovation into an asset.

3 Generate new
revenue streams

2 Design superior
telco CX

1 Secure your
core network
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Scalable, secure and 
flexible solutions

Connect with the innovator telecoms 
worldwide trust

Your Telco Transformation Partner
Helping telcos lead by example with security and CX, together. Let the journey begin.

CONTACT US

Best-in-class delivery rates

High speed and reliability

Low latency

In-house developed platform

Remarkable customer 
experience

Technical expertise 

Solutions consultancy

Customer success management

24/7 support and network monitoring

Best A2P SMS Vendor as Rated by MNOs 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 & 2022

Best A2P SMS Vendor as Rated by Enterprises 2019, 2020 & 2021

Tier 1 A2P SMS Vendor as Rated by Enterprises 2022

Tier 1 SMS Firewall Vendor 2017, 2018, 2020, 2021 & 2022

Vendor Innovators 1st & 3rd place 2022

Platinum Winner as the Best SMS Firewall Provider 2022
Platinum Winner as the Best CPaaS Provider in 2022 & 2021
Platinum Winner as the Best RCS Provider in 2021
Platinum Winner as the Global CPaaS Provider in 2020
Platinum Award as the EMEA CPaaS Provider in the 2020
Platinum Award as the Best RCS Provider in 2020
Gold Award as the Best Digital Identity Solution in 2020

Juniper Leaderboard CpaaS Leader 2021
Juniper Leaderboard Mobile Messaging 2021

CPaaS Leader in IDC 
Marketscape 2021

CPaaS Universe 
Leader in 2022

Messaging Winner 2021
Best Customer Engagement 

Platform 2020

Best OTT Project 2022
Best Global SMS Service 

Provider - Wholesale 
Solution 2020

Winner - 
COVID-19 FAQ 
Chatbot over 

WhatsApp 2021

www.infobip.com

https://www.infobip.com/solutions/telco
https://www.infobip.com

